Madison Noelle Hebert is a self-identified fascist who currently works as a bank teller on the "float team" (workers who float between different bank branches) at the First Community Credit Union in Houston, Texas.

Around social media Madison has not been shy about sharing her white supremacist beliefs and does not hide her friendships with large groups of active and dangerous neo nazis. Additionally, in past years she had been dating another fascist named Stephen Ramos, although it appears the two are no longer together at this time. Outside of work, Madison attends Lone Star Community College (CyFair Location) and frequents hip bars and venues around Houston, often with small cliques of other neo nazis and various bigots.

We cannot allow neo nazis to go about every day life working normal jobs, or jobs as bankers in particular, as if it's okay to promote and work towards the genocide of non-white people.

**Madison's Cell Number:** 281-571-1098
Drives Steel Blue 2017 Toyota Corolla, Plate #KBF-7350

Call her job, First Community Credit Union at 281-856-5300 or call her supervisor Jamie directly at 281-856-5795

From one of her twitter accounts, where she goes by username “quadzilla” and “vauxhall”, she can be seen casually retweeting highly racist content.

From the same account, she appears photographed here amongst what she describes as her “family of bigots” which includes a known Patriot Front member and other fascists.

For more details, visit our blog
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